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A few years ago, a side hustler named Brock McGoff reached out to me with a guest 
post pitch, which detailed how he was making, at that time, $4,000 a month, from his 
blog about men’s fashion, on the side from his day job. 

Today, Brock has turned TheModestMan.com into his full-time focus, into a 6-figure 
income, and into some of a media empire that expands well beyond the blog itself. 
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In this episode, Brock talks me through how he generates content ideas, how the 
business makes money, where he’s focusing his energy for the best results, and how 
he’s taken his site from a side hustle to a full-time business. 

Where Did the Idea for TheModestMan.com Come From? 

Brock was working full-time at a software company when he read The 4-Hour 
Workweek by Tim Ferris, and this really opened his eyes to the possibilities of passive 
income, location independence, and making money online. 

“I got deep into the world of affiliate marketing and building niche websites...I got really 
obsessed with SEO,” Brock told me. 

He started several small Amazon affiliate sites and built up an income of $500-$600 per 
month before being hit by a Google algorithm update that tanked his traffic and income, 
and this made him rethink his strategy. 

“I don’t want to have 50 sites, or 100 sites; I want to have one that I really care about,” 
Brock explained. At this time, he was starting to get into menswear and style, so he 
decided to start a site about men’s style. 

Getting the Site off the Ground and Producing Content 

Brock started out with a simple StudioPress Genesis WordPress theme and spent $5 a 
month for hosting with Bluehost and just started writing. (Use my referral link for a 
special Side Hustle Nation deal.) 

His early content was reviewing items of clothing he bought and owned and talking 
about what it’s like trying to be a well-dressed professional while being, “5’6 in shoes 
and 120 lbs soaking wet”. It was a problem Brock was dealing with, so he knew there 
must be other people with the same struggles. 

Once he started doing keyword research, he developed a content strategy that enabled 
him to rank well for terms in his niche. He would look at other style blogs for popular 
topics, finding keywords like “How to wear jeans,” or “Where to buy jeans,” then he 
would add, “For short men,” to the end to make a long tail keyword that had less volume 
but was far less competitive. 

The first piece of content that did really well for Brock was a post called, “The Top 50 
Blogs Every Man Should Know About.”  

It was the first piece of pillar content he wrote, and it started ranking well for some 
popular search terms. Brock started getting inquiries from brands looking for bloggers to 
work with and made a lot of friends in the industry through the exposure. 

Building Authority Through Guest Posting 
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Brock said by forming relationships with other bloggers over time, then reaching out and 
offering to write an article about style for shorter men he had some success landing 
quality guest posts. Doing this he saw the first large waves of referral traffic to his site 
and built powerful backlinks. 

He would put a link in the body of the article where relevant but usually settled for a link 
to his homepage in his bio. Brock said any links back to his site helped increase his 
authority, which in turn helped increase his overall ranking in Google. 

Brock added that some of the webmasters from his early guest posts are some of his 
best friends today, and says it’s worth putting in the effort to give them the best possible 
article and not just look for backlinks. 

Monetizing TheModestMan 

Brock recommended started with monetization methods that have low barriers to entry. 
He started earning money through his content by joining the Amazon Associates affiliate 
program and would recommend products in his posts. Later, he added Google 
Adsense. 

When TheModestMan hit 100k visits a month he was able to join the AdThrive display 
ad network and leave Google Ads. “I didn’t know you could make that much from just 
display ads,” Brock said, and advertising now makes up the largest piece of his revenue 
pie. 

He also created some products, starting with an ebook packaging up some of his best 
content. But said that informational products are “A tough sell,” in his niche as there is a 
lot of free content out there, and men’s style problems are not the kind of “Burning 
problem” that men are willing to pay for. 

Another revenue stream that’s ringing the cash register for Brock is paid sponsorships. 
He remembers the first time a brand reached out and offered him some samples, then 
when he had his first paid sponsor to be featured on his blog, and it’s progressed from 
there. 

“It’s not as passive, but it’s highly leveraged,” Brock said, you have to put in the time to 
write the content, but you can charge a decent premium. 

Paid sponsorships are tied to how big your audience is and how much exposure you 
can offer a brand.  

Brock said you can expect to start receiving offers from brands when you have an 
audience of a few thousand YouTube subscribers or 10-25k visits a month on your blog. 
For him, paid sponsorship offers starting coming in when he had more than 50k 
YouTube subs and 50k+ pageviews a month. 
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Brock has a rate sheet he refers too when he’s approached by brands now. This way he 
can give them a price if they are asking for a specific number of posts, what platforms 
they want to be featured on, and so on. 

Building a YouTube Following 

Brock started his YouTube channel in 2015 and really started focusing on it in 2017. 
He’s managed to grow his subscriber number to more than 200k in that time, which is 
more than impressive. 

He treats YouTube like its own separate audience for the most part. He’s noticed a 
cross-over between Instagram followers and YouTube subscribers, largely due to both 
being very visual platforms, but doesn’t go out of his way to send YouTube views to his 
blog. 

“I don’t really include calls-to-action... I just want people to watch the videos and then 
watch more of them,” Brock explained. 

How Brock Uses His Email List 

Brock has around 25k subscribers on his list, but he’s seen click rates and open rates 
dropping over the last couple of years. 

He primarily uses his list to get an initial wave of traffic to his new content. 

He doesn’t see email marketing as important as it used to be. It’s a great number to add 
leverage to his sponsorship deals, but with so many other ways for people to follow his 
blog and stay in touch, it’s not something he’s actively working on growing. 

At What Point Did You Decide to Go Full-Time? 

Brock went full-time with TheModestMan in 2016, and it coincided with a move from DC 
to Arizona. The site was making around $6k at the time, which Brock said wouldn’t have 
been enough while living in DC, but covered his living expenses in Arizona so he felt 
comfortable making the jump. 

What’s Next for TheModestMan? 

Brock said he’s going to be putting a lot more effort into video content this year, as well 
as continuing to grow his Instagram following as these are two platforms that are great 
for men’s style. 

He’s also building out a team of contributors to help write articles and do product 
reviews for his site to keep the content coming and take some of the writing pressure off 
him. 
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His time commitment is currently 20-30 hours a week. With the freedom to work when 
and wherever he wants, Brock mostly works in the mornings and evenings when he’s 
most productive. 

Brock’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Identify one thing that moves you closer to your goals and make it a priority.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/331 
• https://themodestman.com/ 
• https://www.instagram.com/modestmanstyle/ 
• Brock on YouTube 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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